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0. Though capable of participating in rule change, metathesis and assimilation often 
affect individual lexical items. It would doubtless be of interest to students of a given 
language if certain apparently sporadic cases of metathesis and assimilation were shown to 
be rule-governed. If, moreover, the rules governing these changes turned out themselves to 
be well motivated by phonetic or phonological considerations and not merely arbitrary 
products of a particular grammar, they would constitute evidence for significant claims 
about the nature oflanguage. It will be argued below that some instances of metathesis and 
assimilation in Tagalog that have not heretofore been regarded as predictable are rule
governed in this latter sense. 

I. Bloomfield (1917:214, 1933:391) noted that in Tagalog "the suffix [-an], as in 
[a'sin] 'salt': [as'nan] 'what is to be salted,' is sometimes accompanied by interchange of 
two consonants that come together: [a'tip] 'roofing': [ap'tan] 'what is to be roofed', 
[ta'nim] 'that planted': [tam'nan] 'what is to have plants put into it.' "1 The most com
plete list of such items was published by Blake (1925), who considered the loss of the last 
root vowel of suffixed forms to be lexically idiosyncratic. The conditions under which 
these morphophonernically derived consonant clusters arise need not concern us here. 
Rather, the point at issue is whether changes that subsequently affect such clusters can be 
predicted. 

Consider the following forms given by Blake (300-307): 

TABLE 1 

root meaning derivative 

a tip_ roof aptan, aptin 
tarum sow,plant tamnan 
apid fornicate aptan, aptin 

•1 am grateful to Mike Forman and Malcolm Mintz for permitting me to 'tap their knowledge of 
Taplog, and to Owlet-James N. Bailey, Irwin Howard, Gary J. Parker, David Perlmutter and H. van 
Buren for criticism of an earlier version of this paper. 

1113 will be seen, Bloomfield's remarks apply as well to the suffix -in. 
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hi git haul, pull higtan, higtllt 
igib go for water igban, igbm 
kapit grasp, embrace lcaptan, Jcaptffi 
lupit abhor Jca-luptin 
lam an the inside, flesh lamnan 
ta71an grasp ta'lftM 
banig mat baf188Jl, ba71gin 
ganap fulfill, do duty gampan 

kinig "' kiibg hear pa·kif183n 
linib close up limban 

, 
dream panagimpan panagmip 

dati11 arrive datnin, datmD 
ah pin slave alipnan,alipnin 
damit clothe damtan, damtm 
dikln roller diknan 
lifrid cover up, hide li71d8n 
tiklln taste, try ti km an , 

awake gi511an glSi~ 
hastk sow {seed) lwkan 

In the above data there are two items in which the members of a derived consonant 
cluster metathesize. While it would perhaps be reckless to attach too much importance to 
these cases, the metatheses in question can clearly be described as the output of a rule: 

[

-cont 
+cor 
anas 

RULE 1 TAGALOG METAIBESIS 

-contj 
-cor 
anas 

1, 2 ~ 2, 1 

2 

That is, derived sequences of stops or nasals in Tagalog metathesize if the first mem
ber is [+coronal] and the second [-coronal]. Admittedly, we cannot be sure that a rule 
based on two examples expresses a valid generalization, and the matter might be allowed 
to rest were it not for the following observation, and for certain facts of assimilation in 
Tagalog consonant clusters that will be discussed below. Bailey { 1969, 1970) has main· 
tained that a phonological theory incorporating the marking convention 

[u cor] -. [-cor] /_[- cor] 

is able to provide a natural explanation for certain assimilation phenomena in English that 
would otherwise appear to be the output of an odd and entirely unmotivated language
specific rule. It can readily be seen, however, that the marking convention proposed by 
Bailey is not as general as has been claimed. Thus, while assimilation occurs in the rapid 
speech pronunciations of e.g. rat poison, football, rainbow and fan mail {but not in 
flip top, lab test, come down, room number), it is absent in mailman. pillbox, ballgame, 
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peace plan, rice bowl, horse cart and so forth, even though these collocations produce 
clusters of consonants in the order coronal - noncoronal. The English assimilation rule for 
which Bailey's convention has been proposed as an explanation applies only to sequences 
of NONCONTINUAMTS that are in the order coronal - noncoronal and must, therefore, 
be stated as: 

RULE 2 ENGLISH ASSIMILATION 

[ 
-cont J 
+cor - [ 

aant J 
P cor 

I_ 
[ 

-cont J 
a ant 
P cor 

It will 9e noted in TABLE 1 that clusters of noncontinuants in which the con
stituent segments differ in nasality undergo an assirnilatory change if and only if the 
initial segment is coronal and the segment that follows is noncoronal . This condition holds 
regardless of the order of segments with respect to _the feature [nasal].2 If for the moment 
we set aside dati'f1, the remaining assimilations can be expressed by rule as : 

I +nu 
L +cor 

RULE 3 TAGALOG ASSIMILATION 

J - [ a ant 
P cor ] /_ 

[

- cont J -nas 
a ant 
13 cor 

As can be seen, both the ENGLISH ASSIMILATION RULE (RULE 2) and the 
TAGALOG ASSIMILATION RULE (RULE 3) operate to change sequences of noncon
tinuants that differ in nasality if these segments are in the order coronal - noncoronal, but 
do not apply to similar sequences that are not in this order. The English rule, however, is 
more general than the Tagalog rule since it also applies to sequences of segments with the 
same value for the feature [nasal] while the Tagalog rule does not. The metathesis in aptan 
(< atip +an) and tamnan (< tanim +an) can now be seen as changing just that class of 
coronal - noncoronal sequences that falls outside the scope of RULE 3, but within the 
scope of RULE 2. Stated differently, these instances of metathesis, taken together with 
the TAGALOG ASSIMILATION RULE affect exactly the same class of segment sequences 
that forms the input to the ENGLISH ASSIMILATION RULE. 3 It appears likely that the 

2<>f the 239 roots listed in Blake's Appendix A, 16 have suffixed forms that contain a sequence 
of noncontinuants which differ in nasality. 1n 6 cases the constituent segments are in the order coronal
noncoronal before assimilatory changes occur. All of these clusters are changed by assimilation. (banig, 
ganap, kinig 'V kinig, limo, panagi'nip, datfr/), while all 10 of the clusters not manifesting this order re
main unchanged. The probability that these assimilations are sporadic is therefore extremely small. As 
only 6 of the 16 items in question contain a segment sequence in the presumed marked order, the 
chances are 6/16 or 3/8 that a purely random change in any given derived consonant cluster will affect 
one of these sequences. It follows that the probability of 6 changes occurring by chance in coronal
noncoronal clusters without a change in any other cluster is 3/8•3/8•3/8•3/8•3/8•3/8 or 36/86 or 
729/262,144 or about 1/360. The probability is actually smaller than this, since the chances must be 
recalculated after each change, but the\ point would appear to be established that these assimilations 
are not sporadic. 

3Strictly speaking, this statement is incorrect. The ENGLISH ASSIMILATION RULE applies 
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corresponding changes in English (as in foopba/l <football, fam mail <fan mail) are 
phonetically well motivated. In the light of this consideration and the restricted scope of 
RULE 3, the argument that the metatheses in question are rule-governed becomes much 
more cogent.4 Without Bailey's marking convention the joint agreement of RULES 1 and 
3 in Tagalog with RULE 2 in English in selectively changing just coronal-noncoronal se
quences of noncontinuants could only be regarded as a near-miraculous coincidence . The 
effect of these rules on the values for the feature [coronal] is as follows: 

METATHESIS 

+ 

ASSIMILATION 

+ 

+ (Tagalog) 

(English, Tagalog) 

One logically possible alteration of values for the feature [coronal] (a plus value for 
both segments) does not appear in TABLE 2. This change is realized, however, by the assim
ilation in datiri :datnan. One might question whether this assimilation has any connection 
with RULE 3. In fact, datiri is the only item listed by Blake in which the assimilating nasal 
is noncoronal. The fact that this assimilation blocks what would otherwise have been a 
coronal-noncoronal sequence of noncontinuants could be regarded as accidental.5 An 

to all sequences of noncontinuants in the order coronal - noncoronal. The TAGALOG METATHESIS 
RULE applies to sequences of noncontinuants in the order coronal - noncoronal if the constituent 
segments have the same value for the feature [nasal]. The TAGALOG ASSIMILATION RULE, on the 
other hand, applies to similar sequences if the constituent segments differ in value for the feature 
[nasal] and the nasal precedes the nonnasal obstruent. As will be seen, a third Tagalog rule operates on 
sequences of the latter type in which the nasal follows the nonnasal obstruent. 

4The position adopted here expresses a strong claim about the nature of lingmstic rules, in partic
ular about what might be called RULE EXEMPLIFICATION. Though most linguists would probably 
maintain that a statement proposed to account for two examples cannot be called a rule, it is far from 
easy to obtain agreement on the number of examples considered necessary to justify the assumption of 
a generalization. Quite apart from individual differences of opinion on this point, however, it seems 
clear that rule exemplification (i.e. the number of examples in a grammar in which the structural 
analysis of a given rule is met) can never be used ALONE to assess the validity of a proposed generali· 
zation, since generalizations are intended to account not only for observed cases, but also for cases not 
yet observed, while the number of examples meeting the structural description of a rule may depend 
largely on fortuitous rather than linguistically relevant circumstances. As we will see, it is in fact possi
ble for a rule to be uniquely exemplified (realized in only one instance), PROVIDED THAT CERTAIN 
CONDITIONS ARE MET, among them the following: 1. the proposed generalization must meet with 
no counterevidence, 2. the proposed generalization must be motivated by some language-universal con
sideration, 3. the proposed generalization must pattern like a rule (must operate on an input class that 
falls outside the scope of an established rule so as to produce an output that can be regarded in terms 
of some markedness-defining characteristic as equivalent to the output of the established rule). While 
this statement may at first glance appear to provide no formal means of distinguishing ad hoc descrip
tions from significant generalizations, it will be seen that for a proposed rule to satisfy CONDITION 3, 
it is necessary that there be at least one well exemplified FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT rule in the 
language. Once we ackr.owledge the relevance of the functional identity of rules to the achievement of 
simplicity in grammatical descriptions, the above difficulties vanish, since a uniquely exemplified rule 
would now appear to be only a special case of a more general rule. This point will become clearer as we 
proceed. 

&If so, consistency would also require one to treat the metathesis in the suffixed forms of a tip 
and tanim as sporadic. The alternative to treating these changes as regular would be to list both the in· 
dependent and suffixed shapes of such roots separately in the lexicon, thus unnecessarily increasing the 
complexity of that component of the grammar. 
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assimilation of the same type, however, is found in at least one other Tagalog form. It is 
reasonably certain that Tagalog gi-truiq 'middle' reflects Proto-Austronesian *te11aq 'mid
dle' {the loss of *e in this form can be explained, bu~ is not directly relevant to the pres
ent discussion). Dyen {1953) has also associated tiT/(l 'half-tael weight' with the same 
reconstruction. Unfortunately for our purposes these variant shapes of the same original 
root cannot be assigned to a single underlying form in a synchronic description of Tagalog. 
Nonetheless, this example provides an important bit of testimony to the explanatory 
relevance of Bailey's marking convention. Even though gitntiq must now be regarded as an 
underlying form, its known diachronic derivation adds force to the argument that the 
assimilation in dati11:datntin is not accidental. 

2. Though not so indicated formally, the Tagalog rules discussed above apply only to 
derived consonant clusters. Given present phonological theory, it is impossible to formu
late a rule that will apply only to derived clusters and not to underlying clusters.6 While 
this assumption of the theory may be essentially correct, some modification in it will evi
dently be required to account for the Tagalog facts . Most Tagalog roots are disyllabic. 
With relatively few exceptions, underlying consonant clusters consist of 1. the homorganic 
prenasalization of a nonnasal obstruent in medial position (as in buns6q, gindtiy, lambtik, 
su11ktid) or 2. the juxtaposition of consonants in reduplicated eve monosyllables (as in 

bidbid, binbin, kutkof, 11it11it, patptit, ti11ti11). Members of type 1 consonant clusters never 
differ in coronality and need not enter further in the discussion. Type 2 consonant clus
ters, on the other hand, can be in the order coronal - noncoronal (as in the first 5 exam
ples). All underlying coronal - noncoronal consonant sequences in Tagalog appear to be 
of this type . Forms that contain such clusters remain unchanged by metathesis or assimila
tion . 7 

3. These structurally very different Tagalog rules display what Kisseberth {1970) has re
ferred to as 'functional unity'. Whatever the input, the rules 'conspire' to produce only 
unmarked outputs. It is an important question whether facts of the kind discussed above 
permit Qne to capture the notion 'linguistically significant generalization' solely in terms of 

61 am indebted to D. M. Perhnutter for having brought this point to my attention. 

7This statement is in need of qualification. Laktaw (1914) recorded a number of reduplicated 
CVC monosyllables in which the preconsonantal nasal is unassimilated. Some of the same items appear 
in Panganiban (1966) with nasal assimilation, as in banban (L), bambiin (P) 'bast fiber', bunb6n (L), 
bumb6n (P) 'dam of branches and twigs', bunbUn-an (L), bumbun-an (P) 'fontanel'. Furthermore, many 
of the forms which Blake (1925) lists as having suffixed alternants which have undergone vowel deletion 
followed by metathesis or assimilation appear in Laktaw either without vowel deletion, or with vowel 
deletion but no subsequent change in the resultant cluster, as in banig:banigan (L), ban{g:~an (B) 
'mat', ganiip:ganap{n (L), ganiip:gampiin (B) 'fulfill, do duty', anp:atiptin (L), at{p:aptan (B) 'roof, 
panag{nip:panaginptin (L), panag{nip:panagimptin (B) 'dream'. At the same time, Laktaw lists tan{m: 
tamniin 'plant', which has already undergone vowel deletion and metathesis. Between Laktaw (1914) 
who seems to have recorded a somewhat conservative variety of speech for his time, and Bloomfield 
(1917) and Blake (1925), we apparently have evidence of a sound change early in its progress. The last 
stem vowel in sutr1Xed roots was at first deleted in some forms but not in others. Metathesis of succe11-
sive homonasalic noncontinuants in the order coronal - noncoronal evidently occurred before similar 
heteronasalic noncontinuants were affected by assimilation. Sometime between 1914 and 1966 nasals 
in both underlying and derived clusters began to assimilate to adjacent obstruents if these segments 
were in the order coronal - noncoronal. This change is apparently still in progress, as not all forms have 
been affected (as binbin, 1/ifT/it). In NO CASE, however, has metathesis occurred between the members 
of a cluster in a reduplicated monosyllable, even though there is a sizeable number of ~uch forms in the 
language. Why reduplication should block metathesis but not assimilation is not immediately obvious, 
but the facts seem clear enough. An explanation of these facts must await further investigation. 
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the partial structural identity of rules, as proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968). Exclu
sive reliance on the principle of rule collapsibility as an indication of the liesree •f signif· 
icant generalization attained in a grammar provides no formal means of recognizing that 
these Tagalog rules are at bottom manifestations of a single phenomenon.• 

4. To summarize , Tagalog has 2 assimilation rules and 1 metathesis rule which collectively 
change all derived clusters of noncontinuants that are in the order coronal - Roacoronal. 
These 3 rules taken together show an exact functional correspondence to th.e ENGLISH 
ASSIMILATION RULE. Each Tagalog rule operates on a subset of coronal - n•ncoronal 
noncontinuant sequences that differs from its complementary subsets in terms of various 
characteristics of values for the feature [nasal]. It is observed that a structurally-tiefined 
rule may be uniquely exemplified provided that such a proposed rule can be ~ewn to be 
a special case of a more richly exemplified functionally-defined rule. In conflict with 
present phonological theory , the TAGALOG METATHESIS RULE is seen to apply to 
derived consonant clusters but not to underlying consonant clusters. It is sug1ested tkat 
the constraint on this rule results, in some as yet poorly understood way, from a feature 
peculiar to monosyllabic reduplications. Finally, it is noted that the interrelationship of 
these facts of metathesis and assimilation in Tagalog cannot be captured if one a drnits only 
structural criteria as relevant to the definition of the notion 'linguistically sigmficant 
generalization'. 

Many instances of metathesis and assimilation in Tagalog derived consonant clusters 
appear to be sporadic. Some of these, like halik:hagkdn, hagki'n 'kiss' or patn6got:panon· 
tan 'preceding' are clearly irregular. The mere fact that not all cases of metathesis and 
assimilation in Tagalog are predictable, however, should not discourage our efforts to 
account for those cases whose functional regularity can be related to universal marking 
conventions. A phonological theory incorporating such observations about marked and 
unmarked clusters thus lends explanatory value to certain types of linguistic change that 
would otherwise appear to be without motivation. 
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